We study the impact of quenched disorder (random exchange couplings or site dilution) on easyplane pyrochlore antiferromagnets. In the clean system, order-by-disorder selects a magnetically ordered state from a classically degenerate manifold. In the presence of randomness, however, different orders can be chosen locally depending on details of the disorder configuration. Using a combination of analytical considerations and classical Monte-Carlo simulations, we argue that any long-range-ordered magnetic state is destroyed beyond a critical level of randomness where the system breaks into magnetic domains due to random exchange anisotropies, becoming, therefore, a glass of spin clusters, in accordance with the available experimental data. These random anisotropies originate from off-diagonal exchange couplings in the microscopic Hamiltonian, establishing their relevance to other magnets with strong spin-orbit coupling.
Rare-earth pyrochlores form one of the most interesting families of frustrated magnets. A lattice of corner-sharing tetrahedra combined with a multiplicity of crystal-field effects for rare-earth ions [1] gives rise to a plethora of novel states [2] . Among them are disordered spin ices [3] [4] [5] [6] and quantum spin liquids [7] [8] [9] , found in materials with magnetic easy-axis anisotropy. In contrast, compounds exhibiting an easy-plane (or XY) anisotropy tend to order antiferromagnetically [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . A number of them realize an "order-by-disorder" mechanism where a long-range-ordered state is selected, via either thermal or quantum fluctuations, from a classically degenerate manifold resulting from strong frustration [12, [17] [18] [19] . In the parameter regime relevant to the paradigmatic example Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 , both classical and quantum fluctuations select the noncoplanar state dubbed ψ 2 from a one-parameter manifold, in a remarkable agreement with experiments [11, 12] .
Quenched disorder provides a different route for lifting the classical degeneracy by locally relieving the frustration [20] . Previous theoretical studies showed that both bond randomness and site dilution tend to stabilize, for small disorder, the coplanar state dubbed ψ 3 [21, 22] . This insight motivated a series of experiments in inhomogeneous XY pyrochlore magnets. In Er 2−x Y x Ti 2 O 7 [23] magnetic Er 3+ is substituted by nonmagnetic Y 3+ , corresponding to site dilution. For NaCaCo 2 F 7 [24, 25] and NaSrCo 2 F 7 [26] quenched disorder arises from site mixing on the pyrochlore A sites (Na/Ca and Na/Sr, respectively), with the leading effect on magnetism being bond randomness. However, all experiments find either the ψ 2 state, for small disorder, or short-range magnetic correlations below a freezing temperature T f at stronger disorder, suggesting a spin-glass state.
In this Letter, we solve this puzzle. We develop a more general theory, valid in the experimentally relevant regime, showing that disorder-induced random anisotropies destabilize magnetic long-range order (LRO) (1) as function of temperature T and site dilution x, for parameters with 0 < J±±/J± ≤ 2 where order-by-disorder selects the ψ2 state in the clean limit, x = 0. Quenched disorder tends to select the ψ3 state at low T , but both ψ2,3 are destroyed beyond a critical level of disorder xcr where randomness breaks the system into magnetic domains resulting in a cluster spin glass (CSG) phase which survives up to the percolation threshold xp. of easy-plane pyrochlores. We derive a semi-quantitative stability criterion which indicates that LRO is destroyed beyond a critical level of quenched disorder. Using extensive Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations for the relevant classical model, we verify the tendency towards ψ 3 order in the weakly diluted regime [21, 22] , and provide compelling evidence that the low-T state at stronger disorder is a cluster spin-glass (CSG) phase where the system breaks into domains (spins clusters) exhibiting a variety of local ordering patterns besides the ψ 2 and ψ 3 ones. For the quantum case, we argue that the tendency towards ψ 3 order is diminished, such that a significant portion of the phase diagram is dominated by the CSG phase, Model.-The low-temperature properties of many rare-earth insulating pyrochlore oxides are well described by an effective spin-1/2 model with anisotropic exchange interactions due to the combination of spin-orbit and crystalline electric-field effects [1] . In Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 , for instance, the spins have a dominant planar nature, and the associated nearest-neighbor anisotropic XY model [8, 11, 12, 27, 28] can be written as
(1) Here, the sum runs over pairs of nearest-neighbor (NN) sites on a cubic pyrochlore lattice, the couplings are (2) and the spin components S x,y are written in the local coordinate reference frames (one for each of the four sublattices) which are confined to planes perpendicular to the local 111 axes. J ± and J ±± are the symmetry-allowed NN exchange couplings [8, 12, 29] . We adopt the choice of the local frames as in Refs. 21 and 25, with the corresponding angular phases (inside a tetrahedron of sites labeled from 0 to 3) θ 01 = θ 23 = 0, θ 02 = θ 13 = 2π/3, and θ 03 = θ 12 = −2π/3.
In the clean limit, and for −2 < α ≡ J ±± /J ± < 2, the mean-field ground states of (1) are given by spins collectively pointing along any direction in the XY plane, exhibiting a continuous U(1) degeneracy with energy
The order-by-disorder mechanism selects a finite set of six states out of the degenerate manifold: for 0 < α < 2 (−2 < α < 0) the ψ 2 (ψ 3 ) state is selected which corresponds to spins pointing along one of the cos [11, 12] .
For definiteness, we introduce quenched disorder via
where jk are random variables. Bond disorder corresponds to jk drawn independently from some distribution, while site dilution yields jk = −1 if either site j or site k hosts a vacancy and jk = 0 otherwise. Site dilution is parameterized by the concentration x of nonmagnetic impurities; for bond randomness see [30] . Destruction of order by random-fields effects.-We adopt a transparent argument by Aharony, originally constructed to show the instability of an ordered magnetic state against weak random anisotropy [31] .
We assume LRO which is uniform in the local frames of the Hamiltonian (1), with |α| < 2, such that S = S x x + S y ŷ = mn where · · · denotes the thermal average. The corresponding local exchange field is h j = 
jk is the transverse bulk susceptibility of the clean system. The disorder-averaged transverse magnetization, S ⊥ j , vanishes because h ⊥ j has zero mean. In contrast, the averaged magnetization correlation function is non-zero:
is the Fouriertransformed bulk susceptibility, with λ being an effective anisotropy energy, such that the gap ∆ ∝ √ λ, and κ µ parameterizing the gradient expansion [12, 30] .
Importantly, if the anisotropy energy λ were zero, we would have χ ⊥ (q) ∝ q −2 , such that the local transverse magnetization fluctuations diverge for d ≤ 4: These fluctuations, arising from random off-diagonal exchange interactions and transmitted by long-wavelength modes, then destroy the assumed ordered state. This destruction of LRO can also be interpreted in terms of breaking the system into domains of linear size , following Imry and Ma [34] . Consider domains inside which the transverse exchange fields {h ⊥ j } are atypically strong, such that the local order parameter will align with it, gaining an energy scaling as δh d/2 (as dictates the central limit theorem). In addition, there is a domain-wall energy cost. λ → 0 implies an (accidental) continuous symmetry, hence the order parameter can be continuously distorted from thê n to then ⊥ direction (in a region of fractions of ), yielding a domain wall energy which scales as J ± d−2 . Thus, for d < 4 it is favorable to break the system into domains of linear size (
If, instead, the anisotropy energy λ is finite, the divergence is cured. Then the transverse spin fluctuations S ⊥2 i remain small for small δh, i.e., the assumed LRO is stable against weak randomness. A stability criterion can be obtained by the condition S ⊥2 i 1. This yields
up to numerical prefactors [30] where (4) is consistent with the fact that small randomness destroys LRO in the limit λ → 0 for d < 4, but not for d > 4. δh grows with increasing randomness, and hence we expect, for λ > 0 and d = 3, the destruction of LRO beyond a critical level of randomness. Below we show that the resulting phase is a CSG. Importantly, this argument is rather general, not restricted to the specific choice of Eq. (1), since it relies only on the existence of an off-diagonal exchange coupling [31] .
Effective anisotropy and critical disorder.-Without quenched disorder, the system selects the ψ 2 state (for 0 < α < 2), with the spin gap ∆ generated by the orderby-disorder mechanism [11, 12, 35] . Hence, λ is generically finite, and the ψ 2 state is stable against weak randomness, i.e., small δh. Indeed, a perturbation generated by a single defect is expected to be screened in the presence of a gap, such that a small concentration of defects does not qualitatively change the bulk state [21, 22] . Importantly, in the classical limit the ψ 2 gap arises exclusively from thermal fluctuations, hence ∆ → 0 as T → 0. Quenched disorder tends to stabilize the ψ 3 state instead [21, 22] , with the effective anisotropy energy λ scaling linearly with x [21] . Hence, the putative ψ 3 state has λ ∝ x as T → 0. As we show in Ref. 30 , the fluctuating transverse field follows δh ∝ √ x, such that the criterion (4) is parametrically fulfilled for small x, but can be expected to be violated at larger x. We conclude that, in the classical limit and at low T , the ψ 3 state is stable in a window 0 < x < x cr , but replaced by a CSG for x > x cr . The quantum case is more involved and will be discussed later. Classical phase diagram.-We are now in the position to discuss the classical phase diagram of the model (1). As originally explained in Refs. 21 and 22, the behavior at small x is governed by the competition between ψ 2 and ψ 3 LRO, favored by thermal fluctuations and weak disorder, respectively. This results in a phase boundary varying linearly with x. With increasing x, random-field effects grow, and LRO is eventually destroyed in favor of a CSG at all T . The low-T competition between ψ 3 and CSG is based on energetics, such that their phase boundary depends weakly on x at low T . Further, the effective anisotropy λ is particularly small near the ψ 2 -ψ 3 boundary, and this is where CSG will win first upon increasing x. Together, these considerations yield the qualitative phase diagram in Fig. 1 (a), and they are well borne out by our quantitative numerical simulations, Fig. 2 .
Classical MC simulations.-We turn to a detailed analysis of the state at large disorder. Previous theoretical investigations of related cases [36] [37] [38] suggest a glassy state: The system breaks into domains of size , exhibiting no long-range magnetism, and eventually freezes into a spin glass below a temperature T f . This scenario is in accordance with available experimental results for the random XY pyrochlores [23] [24] [25] [26] , and we now provide numerical evidence for it in the classical limit [39] .
We perform classical MC simulations of the model (1) in the presence of site dilution and bond randomness [30] . Interpreting the simulation results requires care due to the several length scales present in the problem. In the clean limit, besides the linear system size L, there is an emergent length Λ(T ) [40, 41] associated to a dangerously irrelevant Z 6 anisotropy [13] . Therefore, the ground-state selection only takes place for L Λ; to observe this numerically requires either low T or large L. With quenched disorder there is yet another length scale, the domain size , and we require L to observe domain formation. To monitor the order in the local XY planes we com-
1/2 , and we define an associated correlation length ξ ⊥ . To discriminate between the states ψ 2 and ψ 3 we define a clock-like order parameter m 6 = m cos (6ϕ) , where ϕ = tan −1 (m y /m x ), with m 6 being positive (negative) for the ψ 2(3) states. Moreover, we also keep track of the order-parameter distribution P (m x , m y ) [13, 40, 41] , which is obtained considering statistics from different samples. In order to study spinglass freezing we use the spin-glass (Edwards-Anderson)
where α and β are spin components, and (1) and (2) denote two identical copies of the system ("replicas") containing the same defect configuration. We define the spin-glass correlation length ξ SG from this order parameter [42] , and the freezing temperature T f is obtained locating the crossing point of ξ SG (T )/L for different system sizes L. Note that the Edwards-Anderson parameter alone does not differentiate spin glass from LRO [30] .
In the following we focus on the case of site dilution relevant, e.g., to the compound Er 2−x Y x Ti 2 O 7 [23] ; bond randomness is discussed in Ref. 30 . Sample results are presented in Fig. 2 . We confirm the tendency towards ψ 3 order at low T and small x, see Figs. 2(b) and (e) for x = 0.1, in accordance with earlier simulations [21, 22] . We determine the transition from ψ 2 to ψ 3 as the point where the curve m 6 (T ) changes sign for L = 12, see inset of Fig. 2(e) . On general grounds, we expect this transition to be first order. However, we find no traces of it in the specific heat, as also reported in Refs. [21, 43] , a fact which contributes to the error bars in Fig. 2(a) . We leave a more detailed investigation of this point for future work.
For larger x 0.3 the behavior becomes more glassy: This is seen in the specific-heat curves, i.e., the maxima for all L become broad and size-independent, signaling the building up of short-range magnetic correlations above a freezing temperature T f [44] , Fig. 2(b) . Moreover, the correlation-length data ξ ⊥ (T )/L do not display crossing points, Fig. 2(c) , whereas ξ SG (T )/L show welldefined crossing points, Fig. 2(d) . This signals glassy freezing in the absence of LRO. The freezing temperature T f (x) decreases with x, but remains finite up to the percolation threshold, x p = 0.61, Fig. 2(a) . The fate of the system is best judged by considering m 6 and the distribution P (m x , m y ), Figs. 2(e) and (f). m 6 is essentially zero for x 0.4, and P (m x , m y ) is peaked along a circle (instead of displaying sharp maxima), suggesting coexisting finite domains with distinct local spin orientations. We consider these MC data as clear evidence for the breaking of the system into domains with frozen spin configurations and no LRO, i.e., a CSG -this is the central result of this letter.
The transition from ψ 2,3 to the CSG can be determined from the absence both of crossing points in ξ ⊥ (T )/L and of a clear-cut temperature trend of m 6 . The resulting quantitative phase diagram is in Fig. 2(a) , in remarkable agreement with the qualitative considerations which led to Fig. 1(a) .
Quantum effects.-Turning to the quantum case, we note that the main effect of quantum fluctuations is to stabilize ψ 2 even at T = 0. This makes ψ 2 more competitive against ψ 3 and shifts the corresponding boundary to finite x [21] . As the competition between ψ 3 and CSG is expected to be weakly affected by quantum fluctuations, the extent of the ψ 3 phase consequently shrinks, Fig. 1(b) . For strong quantum effects, S = 1/2, we may speculate that ψ 3 disappears completely from the phase diagram, yielding a direct transition from ψ 2 to CSG for all temperatures below T f , but this requires a more detailed and quantitative analysis of quantum effects which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Experiments.-We now confront our theory with experimental data. Assuming that m = S x = 1 2 and S y = 0, we obtain the surprisingly simple result δh = 3x (1 − x)J ±± for site dilution [30] . For Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 , extensive investigations of the order-by-disorder mechanism estimate J ±± = 4.2 × 10 −2 meV [12] and ∆ = 5.3 × 10 −2 meV [35] . To discuss the disappearance of LRO, and given that Eq. (4) [16] , not arising from an order-by-disorder mechanism. Using f = 1/2 and experimentally known model parameters, we predict that a small amount of vacancies, x cr ≈ 4%, destabilizes the magnetic order in Er 2 Pt 2 O 7 [30] .
Broader aspects of the theory.-Our ideas are of generic relevance to magnets with strong spin-orbit coupling. Key to our scenario is the presence of offdiagonal exchange couplings in the microscopic Hamiltonian. These break spin-rotational invariance, leading to an anisotropy gap in a clean ordered state. In the presence of inhomogeneities, the off-diagonal couplings also produce random fields [32] which compete with the gap (protecting the ordered state) and favor CSG formation instead. The critical level of disorder where LRO disappears is, of course, material-specific.
For the 2D quantum-spin-liquid candidate YbMgGaO 4 [45, 46] , it has been argued that quenched disorder in the off-diagonal couplings is responsible for the destruction of LRO [47, 48] due to a "pinning-field" mechanism [48] . According to our scenario, this mechanism is akin to the random-field one which leads to CSG phase. In lower dimensions (d < 5/2 [49] ), the CSG phase melts into a fluctuating cluster-paramagnet phase, in accordance with the observations in Ref. 48 .
Conclusions.-Combining analytical arguments and large-scale MC simulations, we have shown that defects induce fluctuating random fields in XY pyrochlore antiferromagnets. These ultimately destroy magnetic LRO, leading to a CSG phase beyond a critical level of randomness. Our theory resolves the previous discrepancy between theory and experiment, and is in semi-quantitative agreement with experimental data on diluted Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 .
We expect our ideas to motivate further studies into the non-trivial role of randomness in magnets with strong spin-orbit coupling, where the presence of off-diagonal ex-change terms triggers a non-trivial competition between anisotropy gap and random fields [32] .
We acknowledge instructive discussions with B. Gaulin, H.-H. Klauss 
I. VARIANCE OF THE LOCAL EXCHANGE FIELD
If we assume long-range order (LRO) which is uniform in the local frames of the Hamiltonian (1) in the main text, with |α| < 2, we can write the spin average as S = S x x + S y ŷ = mn . The local exchange field is then given by
with the sum running over all the z = 6 nearestneighbor (NN) sites. In the presence of random offdiagonal exchange couplings the local exchange field h j = h jn + h ⊥ jn ⊥ is not parallel to the mean magnetization, where we defined the transverse direction aŝ n ⊥ = (− S y x + S x ŷ) /m. The general expression for the local transverse component is
We now make two assumptions: (i) the magnetization m is uniform and (ii) m = S x = 1 2 and thus S y = 0. Assumption (i) is motivated by the fact that we are interested in the stability of the uniform long-range order, and (ii) is made for simplicity. Equation (S2) then becomes
as presented in the main text. Here θ 1 = θ 4 = 0, θ 2 = θ 5 = 2π 3 and θ 3 = θ 6 = − 2π 3 . For site dilution we have jk = 0 if the neighboring site k is occupied, and −1 if vacant. Thus, jk = 0 with probability (1 − x) and −1 with probability x. For bond randomness, on the other hand, jk = +W if the coupling with the neighboring site k is the stronger one, and −W (with 0 < W < 1), for the weaker one. Let x be the concentration of weaker bond, then jk = +W with probability (1 − x) and −W with probability x. Here, the similarity between bond randomness and site dilution becomes apparent.
We now calculate the possible values of u and their corresponding probabilities considering a fixed number of neighboring impurities (from one to five) uniformly distributed (we drop the site index j in the following discussion). For a single impurity we obtain three values: u = ±ω, 0, with ω = √ 3 2 for vacancies and ω = √ 3W for bond defects, all of them with equal probability, i.e., P 1 (0) = P 1 (±ω) = . For 4 and 5 impurities, we obtain the same results as for 2 and 1 impurities, respectively, i.e., P n (u) = P 6−n (u). Since P n (u) = P n (−u), then u = 0. The variance is
where 6 n x n (1 − x) 6−n takes into account all possible ways of placing n impurities among the 6 neighboring sites (or sharing bonds). We remark that we are not excluding sites which do not belong to the infinite cluster. This leads to tiny corrections to (S5). Therefore, for site dilution, we get
as stated in the main text, and
for bond randomness. We note that the effective anisotropy energy λ, describing the mean-field selection of ψ 3 , scales with x in the case of dilution and with W 2 in the case of bond disorder [1] , such that both cases are expected to display a similar competition between ψ 3 selection and randomfield destruction of order, as captured by the stability criterion in Eq. (4) in the main text. However, in our numerical simulations for bond disorder, as described in Sec. III below, we have been unable to find the ψ 3 state for small randomness in the temperature range investigated (in contrast to the case of site dilution). Instead, we observed only the ψ 2 and CSG states even at the classical level. 3 spins with periodic boundary conditions and L varying from 6 to 12. We employ three distinct types of MC moves: (a) single-site (restricted) Metropolis updates, (b) microcanonical steps [2] and (c) parallel tempering [3] . Typically, we perform 5 × 10 5 MC sweeps for thermalization, followed by 5 × 10 5 sweeps to calculate thermal averages. In our implementation, after 10 microcanonical sweeps we perform a Metropolis sweep followed by a parallel tempering update. For the restricted Metropolis step, we use a temperaturedependent selection window to ensure an average acceptance rate larger than 50% at any given temperature. Moreover, we select our temperature grid such that a parallel tempering move has a success rate larger than 40%. On top of thermal averages, we also perform average typically from over 1 000 defects configurations for L = 6 down to 300 configurations for L = 12.
In our MC simulations the spins become frozen at low temperature, with non-vanishing expectation values, 
where α, β = x, y, z are the spin components and the overline denotes average over disorder. Within the MC simulation, the thermal averages are replaced by averages over MC time, and we get
where M is the number of Monte Carlo steps. In general, S α i (t 1 ) and S β i (t 2 ) have different configurations, and it is then convenient to independently simulate two copies of the system with identical defect configuration (two replicas)q
Finally, it is convenient to introduce a q-dependent Edwards-Anderson order parameter
which is the expression presented in the main text. The spin-glass susceptibility is then given by
(S12)
III. ADDITIONAL NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Bond disorder
In order to simulate bond defects, we consider a binary distribution of bonds strengths described by jk in Eq. (3) of the main text taking values +W or −W with equal probability. This choice is inspired by the experimental situation in NaCaCo 2 F 7 [6, 7] and NaSrCo 2 F 7 [8] .
Sample results are displayed in Figs. S1-S3. The freezing temperature T f is obtained studying the crossing point of the spin-glass correlation length ξ SG divided by the system size L, as a function of T , as shown in the insets of Figs. S1(a) and S1(b). In Fig. S1 we clearly see that the specific heat becomes more glass-like with increasing W , i.e., the maxima of C(T ) become broad and L-independent, characteristic of short-range magnetic correlations building up above T f [4] , as in the case of site dilution. In Fig. S2(a) we present the magnetic correlation length ξ ⊥ , divided by the system size L, as a function of T for strong bond disorder W = 0.9. The absence of a crossing point indicates the lack of magnetic LRO, which is in accordance with the monotonic suppression of the magnetic order parameter m as L increases [see the inset of Fig. S2(a) ]. Moreover, ξ ⊥ /L saturates at low temperatures due to the formation of finitesize domains. To further illustrate the glassy behavior, we show in Fig. S2(b) the clock-like order parameter m 6 = m cos (6ϕ) as a function of T for 80 different bond defect configurations. It is clear that no particular magnetically ordered state is selected since m 6 ≈ 0 in the temperature window investigated (down to T ≈ T f /2). Therefore, similar to the case of site dilution, a CSG phase emerges for large structural defect concentration as the local random-field fluctuations win over the LRO and break the system into domains.
For smaller disorder strength W the situation appears, however, somewhat different compared to the site-diluted case. Here, our Monte-Carlo simulations find no evidence of a ψ 3 phase down to temperatures T f /4, see Fig. S2(c) . For W ≤ 0.10 we always observe m 6 > 0, with m 6 monotonically decreasing as we increase W . This implies that the ψ 3 phase in the phase diagram, see Fig. 1(a) of the main text, either exists only at very low temperatures or is absent entirely. In the temperature range probed, we always observe a direct transition from ψ 2 to CSG as W increases. This apparent difference between site dilution and bond disorder may be related to our specific choice of binary bond disorder. Perhaps a different type of dis- order distribution, e.g. box disorder [1] , would be able to induce a more prominent ψ 3 phase, although earlier MC simulations by some of us also did not find it [7] . At this point we note that, in principle, a different behavior of site and bond dilution close to the homogeneous limit cannot be excluded [9] , since a missing site can be seen as z = 6 NN weak bonds coupled to a given site, a configuration which occurs with probability (1/2) 6 = 0.016 for the current choice of parameters. We postpone a more detailed investigation of the weakly inhomogeneous regime, and the associated peculiar response of a given defect distribution, to a future publication.
The two-dimensional order-parameter distribution P (m x , m y ) is shown in Fig. S3 . In the clean case, W = 0, the MC simulations nicely capture the six peaks corresponding to the ψ 2 state. In contrast, for large W we observe the formation of clusters corresponding to several magnetic states, not restricted to ψ 2 and ψ 3 , and no well-separated sharp peaks are formed. These findings are in accordance with our CSG scenario, since the (local) magnetic order in the clusters is dictated by the local random anisotropies. 
B. Site dilution
In Fig. S4 we show the specific heat curves as a function of the temperature for the case of site dilution. For x = 0.3 the specific heat still displays a weak size depen- dence, and the magnetic correlation length shows a crossing point, indicating that LRO survives, albeit weakly. It eventually disappears around x cr ≈ 0.35. As we increase the dilution to x = 0.4 both the specific heat and the magnetic order parameter curves exhibit the expected size dependence of a CSG, Fig. S4 , which is in accordance with the lack of crossing point in the correlation-length data ξ ⊥ (T )/L (Fig. 2(c) of the main text).
In Fig. S5 we present further results for the twodimensional order parameter distribution P (m x , m y ), again in the case of site dilution. For the smallest value of dilution studied, x = 0.1, our MC results are consistent with the selection of the ψ 3 state, as reported in Refs. 10 and 11 with P (m x , m y ) displaying well-separated peaks at the positions corresponding to ψ 3 . In contrast, for larger dilution, x 0.3, we observe the formation of magnetic clusters containing distinct magnetic states, with the (local) magnetic order in theses clusters dictated by the local random anisotropies. This is reflected in P (m x , m y ) as it both shrinks, signaling a reduction of m, and becomes peaked along a circle.
Summarizing, our classical MC simulations show, for both bond defects and site dilution, the emergence of a CSG phase at large randomness. The glass formation can be attributed to local random exchange fields, which break the system into domains based on energetics.
IV. STABILITY CRITERION AND COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTS
Here we give some details concerning the analytical calculations and the stability estimates based upon them. We start with the effective field theory employed by Savary et al. [12] to describe fluctuations within the classically degenerate manifold of states. This theory is formulated in terms of an angle φ where φ = πn/3 (φ = πn/3 + π/6) corresponds to ψ 2 (ψ 3 ) ordering, respectively. The action reads
(S13) Here, κ µ and η are energies characterizing the underlying gradient expansion, andλ is an anisotropy energy, for details see the supplement of Ref. 12 . Assumingλ > 0 and expanding in fluctuations around the minimum of the cosine, we find
(S14)
as the transverse susceptibility of the ordered ψ 2 state. This matches the expression given in the main text, provided we take the static limit and assign λ = 18λ. We now calculate the local transverse response due to fluctuating transverse field. As outlined in the main text, we have
Power counting shows that the r.h.s. of this equation scales as (δh) 2 κ −3/2 λ −1/2 where κ 2 = µ κ 2 µ /3 is the averaged gradient energy. This eventually yields the stability criterion for weak disorder advertised in the main text, Eq. (5), here for d = 3.
Since the LRO phase is stable for small disorder, any transition from LRO to CSG has to appear at a finite level of disorder and is hence beyond the linear-response theory used to derive (S15). To estimate the critical level of disorder, we instead revert to a qualitative criterion: Stability of LRO requires that the fluctuating transverse field gap is smaller than the gap protecting the ordered state. By using the gap of the homogeneous reference system, ∆ = 18λ/η, we then obtain an upper bound for the stability of LRO δh cr = f ∆.
(S16)
Here, δh cr is the critical level of randomness, and simply f is a numerical factor of order unity which we fix by comparing to experimental results and/or numerical calculations. We may benchmark the idea (S16) using the 3d Ising model in a random longitudinal field. Even though in this case there are no transverse fluctuations, it is instructive to see if our arguments hold here. The Imry-Ma criterion says that LRO is stable and therefore δh cr > 0. For a random field following a Gaussian distribution, careful numerical calculations provide δh cr = 2.28 (1) J at T = 0 [13] . If we use ∆ = 12J we obtain f ≈ 1/5 from Eq. (S16), suggesting that the criterion (S16) is reasonable.
We now apply this criterion to available experimental data; the results of this comparison are given in the main text. For Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 , an extensive analysis of the order-by-disorder physics in the clean limit has appeared in Ref. 12 , yielding the estimate J ±± = 4.2 × 10 −2 meV. Inserted into Eq. (S4) we obtain δh as function of dilution level. This needs to be compared to the clean-limit spin gap whose measured value is ∆ = 5.3 × 10 −2 meV [14] . Experimentally, LRO disappears in Er 2−x Y x Ti 2 O 7 around x cr ≈ 0.15 [15] . Inserting this into the criterion (S16) and solving for f we obtain f ≈ 1/2, again suggesting that the criterion is reasonable. With f fixed for a class of systems, we can now use (S16) for other materials.
In particular, our results should also be applicable to Er 2 Pt 2 O 7 , a compound which shows so-called PalmerChalker order as α > 2 [16] , not arising from an orderby-disorder mechanism. It is easy to see that our simple expression for δh also holds in this case. From the phase diagram summarized in Ref. 17 Using this estimative together with the experimentally reported value of the spin gap, ∆ = 1.4 × 10 −1 meV [16] , and again f = 1/2, we predict that a small amount of vacancies, x cr ≈ 4%, destabilizes the magnetic order in diluted Er 2 Pt 2 O 7 . We note that, compared to Er 2 Ti 2 O 7 , the larger value of the anisotropic exchange ratio α = J ±± /J ± enhances the effects of randomness.
